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Abstract
BACKGROUND 
Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GISTs) are rare primary neoplasms of the 
gastrointestinal tract, accounting for 1% to 2% of all gastrointestinal neoplasms 
worldwide. GISTs are frequently discovered incidentally during workup for other 
diagnosis or intestinal obstruction, as they can present with few or no symptoms. 
Simultaneously, GISTs confer a high degree of malignant transformation, with a 
progression in about 10% to 30% of cases.

CASE SUMMARY 
A 63-year-old healthy female presented to our institution with complaints of right 
knee pain and limited passive and active motion in the setting of a previous right 
total knee arthroplasty (TKA). One year after TKA, the patient was incidentally 
diagnosed with a GIST, which was successfully removed. After removal, the 
patient continued to have limited range of motion of the right knee and 
subsequently underwent revision TKA. Intraoperatively significant fibrotic 
adhesions were found encapsulating the femoral and tibial components. The 
patient’s pain improved postoperatively, however, she continued to have 
decreased range of motion with difficulty ambulating.

CONCLUSION 
We propose that this case may demonstrate a proinflammatory milieu arising 
from a GIST, which had a direct influence on the outcome of recent total knee 
arthroplasty. This proposed mechanism between neoplastic cytokinetic activity 
and adhesion formation could have implications on preoperative and 
postoperative orthopedic management of total knee arthroplasty.

Key Words: Gastrointestinal stromal tumor; Adhesion formation; Total knee arthroplasty; 
Inflammatory response; Decreased range of motion; Case report
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Core Tip: This case demonstrated a patient who had recurrent adhesion formation resulting in reduced 
clinical outcomes, hypothesized to be secondary to a gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) inflammatory 
response. Currently, there is a paucity of literature documenting GIST tumors and potential adhesion 
formation and decreased clinical outcomes in patients with prosthetic joints.

Citation: Mitchell S, Lee A, Stenquist R, Yatsonsky II D, Mooney ML, Shendge VB. Extensive adhesion formation 
in a total knee replacement in the setting of a gastrointestinal stromal tumor: A case report. World J Orthop 2022; 
13(5): 538-543
URL: https://www.wjgnet.com/2218-5836/full/v13/i5/538.htm
DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.5312/wjo.v13.i5.538

INTRODUCTION
Adhesion formation is a serious cause of adverse outcomes in the medical field. Several triggers of 
adhesion formation include inflammation, foreign body sensation and iatrogenic causes[1-3]. Currently, 
the underlying mechanisms of adhesion remain unclear but the regulation of fibrinolytic activity, 
leading to fibrosis, is thought to play an important role in adhesion formation[1]. Gastrointestinal 
stromal tumors (GISTs) are especially of interest because circulating levels of cell adhesion marker L1 
Cellular Adhesion Molecule (L1CAM) which has been proposed as a prognostic marker[1,4]. Cell 
adhesion molecule L1CAM (CD171), a 200–220 kDa type I glycoprotein of the immunoglobulin 
superfamily, plays a role in development of the nervous system by regulating cell interactions, 
including neuronal migration[5]. L1CAM has also been shown to have other interactions with cell 
regulators such as integrins which play an important role in inflammation and fibrosis[6]. This case 
report demonstrates a patient with GIST that presented with extensive adhesion formation status-post 
total knee replacement, resulting in limited range of motion and need for revision surgery.

CASE PRESENTATION
Chief complaints
Our patient is a 63-year-old female with complaints of right knee osteoarthritis causing her significant 
discomfort.

History of present illness
The patient has had complaints of right knee osteoarthritis since 2015. The patient’s other conditions 
included long-standing hypertension, controlled type II diabetes mellitus, and moderate obesity. 
Radiographs of the right knee demonstrated moderate tricompartmental osteoarthritis of the knee with 
notable valgus deformity. Initially, she was managed conservatively with non-steroidal anti-inflam-
matory drugs (NSAIDs), bracing, intra-articular cortisone injections, and physical therapy.  After failing 
two years of conservative treatment, she elected to undergo right total knee arthroplasty in January 
2017. The patient underwent right total knee arthroplasty with a Stryker Triathlon X3 implant system 
with posterior stabilization. The postoperative course was unremarkable; she was instructed to continue 
knee range of motion exercises and was referred to physical therapy.

In June 2018, the patient returned to the orthopedics clinic with pain and stiffness of the right knee. 
Physical exam revealed right knee range of motion at 95˚ flexion to full extension. Radiographs were 
unremarkable with no change of the components noted from the previous. The patient had been 
compliant with her physical therapy and was ambulating without assistive devices. The patient was 
instructed to continue strengthening exercises and was referred to physical therapy.

In February 2018, the patient presented to an outside facility for complaints of severe fatigue and 
melena. Subsequent computed tomography imaging and esophagogastroduodenoscopy revealed 
diffuse gastric wall thickening with a fungating mass and focal calcifications within the greater 
curvature of the stomach suspicious for neoplastic disease. Subsequent biopsy of this mass revealed a 
CD117-positive tumor, while being negative for pancytokeratin, CD20 (B-cell marker), and Helicobacter 
pylori, which was consistent with an ulcerated gastrointestinal stromal tumor. This tumor was 
successfully excised in April 2018 via open gastrectomy without complications; postoperative pathology 
confirmed the diagnosis of spindle-type GIST with adequate negative surgical margins. The patient was 
subsequently started on long-term imatinib mesylate therapy and placed on an annual surveillance 
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program.
In November 2018, the patient elected to undergo joint manipulation under general anesthesia due to 

continuing knee pain. Prior to manipulation, the patient's right knee range of motion was lacking 10-15˚ 
of full extension and flexion to 50˚. Post-procedure range-of-motion (ROM) demonstrated significant 
improvement in the ROM, with full extension to 105˚ of flexion. However, the patient quickly re-
developed right knee stiffness. Two months after knee manipulation under anesthesia, clinical 
examination revealed a fixed flexion deformity of 25° and active flexion to 65° (Figure 1A and B). 
Radiographs demonstrated evidence of early polyethylene wear.

In July 2020, three-and-a-half years after her initial prosthesis implantation and after multiple 
attempts at physical therapy, pain management, and an unsuccessful joint manipulation, the patient 
elected for a single-stage revision of her right knee prosthesis. Intraoperative findings demonstrated 
significant adhesion formation in the suprapatellar fossa extending from the anterior aspect of the 
patella into the intercondylar notch and posterior capsule (Figure 2A and B). Severe calcification was 
noted within the posterior compartment of the knee, and significant adhesions were appreciated 
between the polyethylene liner and the femoral component, as well as within the lateral and medial 
gutters (Figure 2C and D). Multiple intraoperative specimens were sent for culture demonstrating 
aseptic, dense fibrous tissue with abundant fibrin and chronic inflammation. After extensive 
debridement, the patient underwent successful revision with a Stryker Triathlon implant system 
including posterior stabilization (Figure 2E).

FINAL DIAGNOSIS
The final diagnosis of the presented case is tricompartmental osteoarthritis of the knee with notable 
valgus deformity.

TREATMENT
The patient was initially managed conservatively with NSAIDs, bracing, intra-articular cortisone 
injections, and physical therapy.  After failing two years of conservative treatment, she elected to 
undergo right total knee arthroplasty in January 2017. The patient underwent right total knee arthro-
plasty with a Stryker Triathlon X3 implant system with posterior stabilization. One year post-
operatively, the patient returned to the clinic with pain and stiffness of the right knee and elected to 
undergo joint manipulation under general anesthesia 18 mo after TKA. Three-and-a-half years after her 
initial prosthesis implantation and after multiple attempts at physical therapy, pain management, and 
an unsuccessful joint manipulation, the patient elected for a single-stage revision of her right knee 
prosthesis. After extensive debridement, the patient underwent successful revision with a Stryker 
Triathlon implant system including posterior stabilization.

OUTCOME AND FOLLOW-UP
Four months after TKA revision, the patient presented with moderate stiffness and was now utilizing a 
cane. On exam, the patient demonstrated 5˚ of total motion in her right knee with minimal pain. 
Radiographs obtained at this visit suggested a progressive scarring process in the posterior aspect of the 
knee. Due to this recurring scarring and limited outcome overall, this patient will be followed in a long-
term setting with strengthening exercises and other conservative management constituting her primary 
treatment, as we discussed with this patient that she may have reached the maximal medical 
improvement following this revision surgery.

DISCUSSION
GISTs are primary neoplasms of the gastrointestinal tract that are rare, accounting for 1% to 2% of all 
gastrointestinal neoplasms, and are frequently discovered incidentally during workup for other 
diagnosis or intestinal obstruction. GISTs are often clinically silent and confer a high degree of 
malignant transformation, with a progression in about 10% to 30% of cases[1,7]. Søreide et al[6] found 
that the median age for GISTs was 65 with a 1:1 male to female ratio. Tumors are often 2-30 cm at time 
of diagnosis and cause symptoms either by mass-effect or ulcerative anemia. These tumors were not 
well-characterized until the 1990s, and literature suggests that GISTs have been underdiagnosed for 
decades[8].
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Figure 1 Preoperative flexion and extension of the right knee. A: Preoperative flexion of the right knee; B: Preoperative extension of the right knee.

Figure 2 Images during the surgery. A: Imaging depicting parapatellar adhesions with loose patellar component; B: Intraoperative adhesions from patellar 
tendon into intercondylar notch; C: Intercondylar scar/fibrous tissue and tibial component; D: Tendo-notch to posterior capsular fibrous adhesions being divided with 
electrocautery; E: Imaging depicting femur and tibia after removal of components and subtotal synovectomy and excision of adhesions.

Most GISTs are of sporadic etiology (97%), thought to arise from an activating mutation in either KIT 
or platelet-derived growth factor A[7]. Typically, these tumors are composed of a nearly uniform 
population of spindle cells (70%), epithelioid cells (20%) or a mix of these two morphologies[1]. Over 
95% of GIST tumors are associated with KIT Tyrosine activity (CD117), while over 80% of GISTs are 
associated with BCL2, and 70% associated with CD34[4,5,9]. Since there are a variety of presentations, 
this tumor is often mistaken with fibromatosis and leiomyosarcoma[10].

Key components in metastatic neoplastic lineages are mutations that either downregulate adhesion 
genes or upregulate motility-promoting genes. One such motility-promoting molecule is called L1CAM. 
L1CAM has been shown to promote angiogenesis and pro-fibrotic environments, and is associated with 
mediating overall cell survival[9,11,12]. Concurrently, L1CAM has been found to be expressed in at least 
74% of GISTs, with higher L1CAM concentrations being associated with worse outcomes[10]. L1CAM’s 
extracellular domains are associated with activation of integrin-dependent processes, as well as 
interactions with fibroblast growth factor receptor (FGFR). Prior research utilized peptides to block the 
L1CAM-FGFR signaling pathway, which resulted in reduced glioma cell migration and motility[13]. 
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Double knockdown of L1CAM expression and FGFR activity in glioblastoma cells significantly reduced 
cellular motility (96% reduction) while knockdown of either L1CAM or FGFR displayed partially 
reduced cell migration[13]. These studies suggested an important relationship between L1CAM-FGFR 
interactions and the development of metastatic disease. Due to the role that the L1CAM-FGFR 
interaction plays in metastatic spread and negative outcomes in gliomas and other tumors, this patient’s 
recurrent adhesion formation could be attributed to their underlying GIST diagnosis. Furthermore, 
FGFR has been shown to regulate a vast network of profibrotic mediators, including transforming 
growth factor beta, endothelin-1, and connective tissue growth factor amongst many other profibrotic 
factors[14-17]. Subsequent activation of FGFRs through the L1CAM molecule that is commonly 
expressed in GISTs may have led to the generation of fibrotic adhesions within this patient’s prosthetic 
knee joint.

However, it is also possible that the multiple surgeries this patient underwent activated an inflam-
matory response within the knee joint, creating a fibrotic environment that resulted in the adhesions 
observed. While the exact underlying mechanism of intra-articular adhesions is unclear, researchers 
believe that many cytokines and growth factors can contribute to fibrous tissue hyperplasia which may 
be responsible for adhesion formation. These cytokines and growth factors are part of the inflammatory 
response and it is generally recognized that surgical trauma can activate this response. Additional 
research should clarify the exact mechanisms in which GISTs can promote adhesions in patients who 
undergo surgery to reduce post-operative complications as well as appropriate management and 
treatment of these complications. This patient demonstrates a unique case in which a GIST diagnosis 
may have impacted her ability to regain full motion and use of her knee after total knee arthroplasty.

CONCLUSION
Our case demonstrated a patient with extensive fibrotic scarring in a relatively new knee prosthesis in 
the setting of a gastrointestinal stromal tumor. This rare neoplasm has been hypothesized to induce a 
pro-fibrotic milieu, which has the potential to disrupt artificial devices. Further analysis of patients 
diagnosed with GISTs and concomitant joint arthroplasty is warranted to elucidate the exact mechanism 
behind the formation of these adhesions, as well as what potential therapies exist to mitigate joint 
complications.
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